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The implementation of peace and order is a compulsory affair that should be held by local governments. To assist the head of the region in carrying out the affairs of the compulsory then each autonomous region requires implementing elements of local governments, one of them is Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja who is the technical institutions of the area and its formation based on Government Regulation No. 6 in 2010 about Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja. The problem in these research are how the role implementation of Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja in maintaining public order and harmony society city of Bandar Lampung? And is there inhibiting factor the role implementation of that? The research was conducted with normative-empirical.

Based on the research known that the role implementation of SatPol PP acts as coordinator field operational by cooperate with department or other relevant agencies and based on the SOP specified in the Ministerial Regulation of Republic Indonesia No. 54 in 2011 about the Operational Standards Procedure of Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja. In carrying out its role SatPol PP using three steps operation there are persuasive, preventive and repressive. The inhibitory of the role divided into two (1) internal factors which are consist of human resources, infrastructure and budget funds (2) external factor is the attitude of society who are not cooperative.

From the research Bandar Lampung Government should be improve again the infrastructure, budget funding activities, improvement of human resources as a member of the SatPol PP both in terms of quality and quantity so can increase approach to public can be cooperative and support every step of the SatPol PP activities performed in order to maintain public order and harmony society.
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